
farming works against these environmental goals
instead of with them. A court stopped an
infrastructure project from going ahead due to
environmental concerns and gave the Dutch one year
to come up with solutions. Their Minister of the
Environment basically said that many farmers must
go out of business, kill off their livestock and do
something else. Then it became more openly known
that the Dutch government wants to use the land they
are chasing the farmers off to house immigrants!
That triggered these protests. In 2019, this same
issue was being proposed by politicians against the
Dutch farming community. From October 1st, 2019 to
February 19th, 2020, there were protest actions
against the environmental regulations targeting the
farming sector. So this isn’t a new thing, just more of
the same with 40,000 farmers getting together
instead of the 12 000 in 2019. The 2022 protests
have ignited broad support. To mark their displeasure
at rules that do not permit using the manure as
biogas and other solutions instead of closing down
the farms, a large amount of manure was sprayed
towards government buildings, hay bales were set
alight on the highways and slow tractor processions
caused massive traffic jams. German farmers drove
their tractors across the border and joined the Dutch
in solidarity. They may be next.
The consequence of the protests was that the
supermarket shelves quickly emptied! The farmers
have written slogans like: ‘No farmer, no food." Now
the general population are joining in the protest
against the politicians as they can see the threat to
their food  supply posed by the politicians. The 

Dutch farmers are very angry, and their protests have
gained the support of German and Italian farmers.
Ordinary citizens of Holland are joining in with the
farmers.
The policies enacted by environmental politicians in
Holland and the European Parliament aim to force
changes in farming practices for Dutch livestock [farm
animals] to the point of closing down many farms.
40,000 Dutch farmers started protesting by driving their
tractors down major highways and into towns in
Holland. Tractors don’t drive very fast. Huge traffic jams
resulted.
Nitrogen oxide and ammonia are the main issues at
hand. These natural products come from the manure of
farm animals. Holland has very productive farms, and a
lot of farm animals producing manure that gives off
these chemicals. Manure is often used to create richer
soils and increase crop yields. Holland is famous for its
amazing flowers, especially tulips.
The ruling coalition wants to cut emissions of pollutants,
predominantly nitrogen oxide and ammonia, by 50%
nationwide by 2030. Ministers call the proposal an
"unavoidable transition" that aims to improve air, land
and water quality.
They warn that farmers will have to adapt or face the
prospect of shuttering their businesses.
"The honest message… is that not all farmers can
continue their business," and those who do will likely
have to farm differently, the government said in a
statement this month as it unveiled emission reduction
targets. [Courtesy: The Indian Express]
Part of this reasoning is that nature zones are declared 
 across many areas of Europe and the belief is that
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DUTCH ANGER RISES
farmers also say that the nitrogen oxide and
ammonia values are calculated incorrectly. They
remind the EU Parliamentthat nitrogen occurs
naturally in the air and that you need nitrogen in the
soil to grow  crops. The war in Ukraine has created
fertiliser shortages and farming is more challenging
now.
The farmers also say that transportation and air
travel emit massive amounts of environmental
pollutants, but it is the farmers who are being
targeted by legislation. They say that this is unfair.
Good farming land that feeds the nation would be
used for housing non-Dutch immigrants who would
not be farming but consuming resources. To be fair,
falling birth rates across European nations indicate
that current populations are not being replaced fast
enough and immigrants are being invited in to fill the
gaps, as in the USA with its open borders policy.
What could that mean for South Africa? There
seems to be a hidden agenda to create food
shortages worldwide. Our own farming communities
have been under attack for many years and
production is dropping all the time. ‘Green’
regulations, the lack of fertilizers, few emerging
productive farmers, failed government farming
schemes and more point to looming food security
problems. 
What can you do? Be prepared. We have many
articles in VUKA news on healthy living and good
natural nutrition. Start your own food gardens and
food banks. Learn to preserve foods. Fermented
foods are also great for boosting immunity. Work
Together. VUKA!

President Cyril Ramaphosa and State Enterprises-
Pravin Gordan must resign by no later than 12h00
pm, Sunday 31 July 2021.  
Petrol price reduction to below R15 per litre tax
inclusive.  
Engagement of the national intelligence and
security cluster in a joint investigation of the root
cause and putting an end to the recent and
forthcoming mass killings in RSA.   

Over 20 South African organisations including the
ANC, ACDP, AMSA, Real Democracy and SANCF are
calling for the immediate resignation of the current
president, Cyril Ramaphosa as part of a list of
demands. Their media statement follows verbatim: 
*On 29 July 2022, all South Africans black
and white, will go to the Union Building to
deliver:*
[a] Memorandum of Compliance. 
[b] Memorandum of demands demanding the following: 

1.

2.

3.

8. Private investigation into the alleged corruption 
   by Glencore SA (Pty) Ltd.  
9.Urgent and speedy conclusion of all reported 
   gender-based violence (GBV) cases.  
If the ANC NEC fails or refuses to recall Ramaphosa
and Gordan refuses to resign national mass rolling
actions will start from 1 August 2022 which will compel
them to resign, which may lead to the non-peaceful
national protest that may escalate to a non-violent
national revolution and full revolution. [Details to follow
in due course].  
Please South Africans, especially the youth, university
students, and every South African citizen of this
country please come out in number to join the national
march to the Union Building on 29 July 2022 to
demand the resignation of president Ramaphosa and
Pravin Gordan by Sunday 31 July 2022, and meeting
of all demand stated above.

RAMA MUST GO
4. Stabilizing operations of state-owned entities, which 
    include:  
[a] An end to load-shedding within 24 hours. 
[b] No privatization of Eskom, SAA, TELKOM and 
    SABC  radio stations. 
[c] Establishment of a state-owned Nuclear System 
    Company to supply Eskom with energy. 
[d] Establishment of a state-owned Coal Mining
    company  to supply Eskom with energy. 
5. An immediate end to the US frequent visit to South
    Africa.
6. Allocation of SAPS case numbers to all criminal 
    cases opened against Cyril Ramaphosa, NPA 
    decision whether to prosecute or not prosecute Cyril 
    Ramaphosa within 5 days. 
7. Cancellation of all existing plans to sell or privatise 
   any all state-owned entities, and reversal of the     
   sales of the South African Airways (SAA).

Vuka SA does not encourage the use of illegal or violent protests

https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica
https://vukasa.org.za/
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If you are one of the 
people affected 
who were forced to 
vaccinate against             
your will or you 
were not given full
and proper information to make an informed
consent decision [that means both the benefits and
all the very serious risks of these C19 vaccine
products were explained to you before you went out
and took the jab], then you could take several
actions. I would suggest a report to the SAHRC
first. Second may be to file a grievance with your
employer that your rights have been violated. No
employer was authorised to deny or reject any
failure or refusal to be vaccinated on constitutional
or medical grounds. Third, if you were or are
suffering harm from the C19 vaccines or just
believe that the CEO had the intent to cause you
harm through gross negligence, then go and lay
charges at your nearest SAPS charge office. You
are supported by Section 37(1) of the OHS Act 85
of 1993.
This is no joke. Any CEO that failed to perform
proper due diligence and comprehensive risk
assessments that considered your rights and your
health, is now in violation of those rights as well as
gross negligence of their Statutory duties under law.
That is a criminal offence. Brian closes his article
with this: "It moves the quantum of employer
accountability in this extraordinary saga, this
Medieval moment, beyond technicalities of labour
law and beyond even questions of assault by
duress. It raises issues of accountability for
sequential injury and even possible death. No
wonder the corporates are jumpy." 
Jumpy is right. All the information to make the
correct policy decisions was available. Many of us
were saying so from the beginning. We were
ignored. Now reality bites.
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Big business did a dirty deal with the SA Government!
The Health Minister committed to a 70% vaccination rate
for the whole of South Africa. I think the real figures are
25% up to 35% fully vaccinated with boosters. Many
adverse effects noted by communities have slowed down
the whole program. The interest is not there anymore.
Big  business became the "enforcers" for the 
 Government. ‘Get these jabs into as many workers  as
possible so the numbers will look good". Driven by 
 select players and CEO’s working together the  Codes
of Practice were crafted by the Department of 
 Employment and Labour to get the ‘job’ done.
As far back as 17 September 2021, the South African
Human Rights Commission [SAHRC] put out  a
statement that Mandatory Vaccination Policies  were a
violation of people’s rights [Constitutional  Rights]. They
further asked Government to provide  the policy in law
that allowed forced vaccination. To  my knowledge, the
South African Government,  through Parliament, has not
done this. No law exists  to support forced vaccination in
South Africa. Section  36 of the Constitution makes it
clear that any  limitation of a right has to come from a law
of general  application, and such a law has not been
passed by  Parliament. It means that NO company has
the  power or authority to deny a person any right that
our  Constitution covers. That includes "bodily integrity" 
 and the freedom to decide whether to take part in 
 medical experimentation. The five Covid-19 vaccine 
 products given in South Africa are all experimental?
https://www.sahrc.org.za/index.php/sahrc-
media/news/item/2803-covid-19-it-s-unconstitutional-to-
force-staff-to-vaccinate-says-the-sahrc
CEO’s big headache. Brian puts it this way: "Big 
 Business is left holding the syringe while the 
 Government shambles left off stage." Yes, holding  the
syringe that has injected their staff with an  untested,
unregistered, unsafe drug compound  that does not even
meet the claims it was allowed to be used for in the first
place! Read the SAHRC statement linked above.
Observe they asked affected employees [jabbed and
unjabbed] to report such companies proposing or 
 enforcing unconstitutional and unreasonable policies for   
investigation of human rights violations!

Despite recent developments, some companies are still
pushing their staff via mandatory vaccination policies. Here
are some ideas on how to respond to these pressures.
In a Zoom meeting hosted by Dr Herman Edeling this week,
his leading guest was Gerhard Papenfus of NEASA.
Gerhard made some great observations. How is it that our
Health Minister declared the State of Disaster was withdrawn
in April 2022, yet companies act as if the ‘disaster’ is still
inside their premises? You can freely walk in the street, go to
a cinema, stroll through a park, enter a shopping mall but the
very moment you enter a workplace, that pesky virus is
lurking and waiting to strike! This is nonsensical, yet some
are still being faced with company policies enforcing
’vaccination for all staff’.
There is no more pandemic. Also, how is it that a ‘vaccine’
built to fight the Wuhan-1 [Alpha strain] is still being injected
into citizens when the current strain Omicron is so different?
It makes no sense?
This week Brian Pottinger wrote an excellent article in
BizNews. He asks some very interesting questions of
Company CEO’s. Those who kept pushing the forced
vaccinations through their Company policies. The full article:
https://www.biznews.com/health/2022/07/25/big-business-
vaccine-mandates
Three main things stood out for me.

1.

2.

3.

STILL MANDATING VACCINATION
by Bruce Mills

JAB
CERTIFICATES

By Dr Kat
In a recent article in the Sowetan, Nicholas Crisp,
deputy health director-general said "A number of
officials have been dismissed and criminal cases
were opened against them. I don't have the exact
figures with me right now, but the issue of
vaccinators taking bribes for vaccine certificates is
no longer a big problem." 
The C-19 Jab rollout in South Africa was poorly
received from the get-go. Numbers were dismal.
The government tried everything - their campaigns
range from - "Do the right thing"- "Save granny" -
"Kenako" (we are ready) to even funding an
arts/dance style competition to come up with a
dance that would encourage the youth to get
vaccinated. The majority of South Africans are still
not "ready".
Turns out, that at least 15% of current South African
jab certificates are 'fake'. I know this from a recent
survey carried out on a telegram channel with over
24 000 members. A few months ago, an Afrocentric
employee (who, for obvious reasons cannot be
named), confided that according to the projections
of their stats on the jabs - the rate in South Africa
was no more than 18% "fully vaccinated". This was
when the national figure was around 24% and it did
not take into account the fake jabs. If your livelihood
is threatened, you understand the difference
between coercion and informed consent and you
don't have the energy to fight an unjust system -
who can blame you for working around the system?
"They" gave you no other choice - you made a plan
- in true South African style. 
Perhaps their fake jabs are not as much in demand
anymore since the jab mandates have been
dropped almost everywhere, and hence this 'scam'
is no longer a 'big problem'. Just look at the stats for
the last few months. Hardly been any movement
since February 2022. South Africans have had
enough and/or they themselves have suffered from
jab side effects. 
That mainstream media has now decided to expose
this "scam", will undoubtedly cause more people to
speak out. What this also confirms is that we cannot
believe the stats shown at face value. The waters
have been muddied. Using stats to (try to) justify jab
mandates just went right out the window. Nothing is
as it seems. Many of us have been saying this for
months. 
Each week my demeanor when writing for Vuka
News is different. Many times I am angry but over
the past few weeks, I have become rather hopeful.
People everywhere are standing up and speaking
out. Governments the world over, have for far too
long, put personal interests above those of their
people. Not anymore. When the law of the land no
longer benefits the people of the land - it is time for
the law to change. In the meantime, we the people
will start making changes ourselves, one fake jab
certificate at a time.
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Have you
experienced
inexplicable
health problems
since receiving the
Covid-19 jab?

We need you to know
that you are not alone
and that our aim is to
give the voice back to
the people of our
country. We are waiting
to speak to you to help
you tell your story -

Contact 
Katja – 
084 2077 286 
or 
Dennis – 
083 285 7549 
email
Katja@vukasa.org.za  

N-ACETYL CYSTEINE 
N-acetyl cysteine (NAC), as a nutritional
supplement. 
NAC is a precursor of L-cysteine that results in
glutathione elevation biosynthesis. It acts
directly as a scavenger of free radicals,
especially oxygen radicals. NAC is a powerful
antioxidant.

BENEFITS
This drug is not found in natural sources,
although cysteine is present in some meals like
chicken and turkey meats, garlic, yogurt, and
eggs. NAC is a well-tolerated mucolytic drug 

 Replenishises Glutathione 
AntiOxidant
Enhances Detox 
Liver Support 
AntiInflammatory 

(NAC)
PROPERTIES

Used for Insulin Resistance
Brain & mental health support
Used for Infertility 
AntiCoagulant

that mellows tenacious mucous discharges. It is also
recommended as a potential treatment option for
different disorders resulting from generation of free
oxygen radicals. A review on NAC literature shows
that this agent is a safe and well- tolerated
supplementary drug without any considerable side
effects. It is an antioxidant with a free radical
scavenger property. It has been used as a beneficial
drug treatment for some disorders such as polycystic
ovary syndrome, acetaminophen toxicity, RPL,
chronic bronchitis, ulcerative colitis, liver cancer,
muscle performance, hemodialysis, asthma,
Alzheimer's and Parkinson's.  
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A king wanted          to         go fishing, and he asked the
royal weather                        forecaster the forecast for the
next few hours.

The palace                                  meteorologist assured him
that there                                        was no chance of rain.

So the King and the Queen 
went fishing.

On the way, he met a man 
with a fishing pole riding on a 
donkey, and he asked the man 
if the fish were biting.

The fisherman said, 
“Your Majesty, you should return
to the palace! In just a short time 
I expect a huge rain storm." 

The King replied: "I hold the palace meteorologist in high
regard. He is an educated and experienced professional.
Besides, I pay him very high wages.
He gave me a very different forecast. I trust him."

So the King continued on his way.

However, not long afterwards a torrential storm broke out -
the King and Queen were totally soaked.
 
Furious, the King returned to the palace, and gave the order
to fire the meteorologist.

Then he summoned the fisherman and offered him the
prestigious position of royal forecaster.

The fisherman said, “Your Majesty, I don't know anything
about forecasting.
I obtain my information from my donkey. If I see my donkey's
ears drooping, it means with certainty that...it will rain."

So the King hired the donkey.

And thus began the practice of hiring dumb asses to work in
influential positions of government.

The practice is unbroken to this day..

I am very Blessed! After a long spell of

being out of work, I started at a

company on June 1st, while mask and

jab mandates were in full swing. I

have not once been asked to wear a

mask, even during the interview,

which was mask-free from both sides,

and neither have I ever been asked

about either my health or jab status.

I remain steadfast. I was suspicious

from the start and insisted my

“completely bought into the narrative”

husband at least wait until the jabs

were fully FDA approved.  The rows

were dreadful. We are the “only ones”

who didn’t join the jab cult!  It has

been very tough and emotionally

draining for me keeping him away

from the needle. He’s adamant I’ve

gone crazy and should stop listening

to rubbish social media channels and

quack doctors! No one gets injured, no

one has died … all fake stories … my

whole family bar two, and 99% friends,

are multiple jabbed.  And most sick

now with ongoing health issues, some

serious. I’m lucky as I’m retired and

don’t have to face the stresses of the

workplace.

Our company is still enforcing the jab
mandate but luckily, I have a wonder GP
who is anti-forced jab. He helped me with
my medical exemption application, which
was successful.I don't understand why our employer is still

enforcing it because all our shareholders
have dropped theirs. We're all questioning
this and hope to see it dropped soon.

I have not taken the jab. My employer is
still mandating it. They are pushing me to
apply for exemption when one of my fellow
employees was denied on constitutional
grounds.

You know my stance on this issue. It

will never happen. I will fight taking

the poison at any cost. Luckily working

for myself I have never been asked to

take it by the companies I service

either.

                                  Have you remained 
                          steadfast and not taken the
                      jab - even  with workplace 
                      enforcing it ? 
What does it feel like now ?
Has your company eased their jab mandate
policy? 
Have they dropped it ? 
Here are some comments from VUKA SA
ambassadors

I walk around wearing my "The
longer I remain unjabbed the
more evidence I see supporting
my decision" T Shirt.  I make a
point of wearing it to pharmacies
and places like Clicks when I am
getting my pmb medicine.  I think
I have a particular look on my
face that says don't look for
trouble with this oke because the
only comments I have ever had
about it are positive ones!  I
have been on pension since this
nonsense started and sadly was
taken in by it at the very
beginning but soon saw the light.  
I am unjabbed and will remain
that way.  I have had many
disagreements with friends and
family and have excommunicated
myself from the lost friends. 
 Like my late father I have little
sympathy for fools.  It's sad to
lose lifelong friends but it's a two
way street.
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The medication fridges have to maintain a
temperature of between 2-8 degrees Celsius. This is
a regulated protocol and has to be logged and
monitored throughout the day by the people in the
pharmacy. If these temperatures are not maintained,
there is a process to follow to destroy the medication.
I was very concerned about this as they have all the
Covid vaccines in stock. I wondered if this was being
checked and followed up correctly in all the
pharmacies country-wide. The distance people have
to travel to get chronic medications and the fact that
they are life-saving, e.g. hypertension, diabetic
medication, psychiatric drugs, Parkinson's, glaucoma
drops, and blood thinners to name but a few. Patients
would visit the doctors in the town and often could not
get their scripts filled. Many medical aids prescribe
which designated pharmacy to collect your meds
from, and Clicks is often the preferred provider. If the
script was at Clicks, you could not obtain it, call them,
or access the script to enable you to go to one of the
two pharmacies that operate in the area.
I questioned the fact that they are an ESSENTIAL
SERVICE and should remain open during business
hours.

I live in the town of Swellendam. We have a combined
Clicks pharmacy and store in our mall. I believe there are
over 600 stores and about 420 of them also have
pharmacies country-wide. They are a big group. They
recently boasted a 600 million profit made from Covid
Vaccines. We serve customers from a 100km radius, as it
is a rural community with many farmers and small towns
nearby, as well as many elderly pensioners. People drive
long distances, which is costly, to come and see doctors
in order for their scripts to be filled and to be treated.
Clicks also dispenses their life-saving chronic meds.
Some are kept in refrigerators whose temperatures are
highly regulated and recorded, e.g., baby vaccines, Covid
vaccines, glaucoma drops and life-saving insulin.
This month, July 2022, during load shedding, Clicks
Swellendam has just shut its doors to business. They are
in darkness. This effectively means 5-7.5 hours a day
according to the Eskom Schedule. You could not even
phone them to ask them if you could place an order or
collect your medicine later, as their phones run on
electricity. I also did not see any apology note or
instruction on what to do on their doors or windows. I
spoke to the head pharmacist later to enquire about what
was happening during load-shedding days. He said the
head office had made no plan to assist them and the
pharmacists on duty were having to deal with very
unhappy customers and they were frankly fed up and
understandably frustrated. He said Clicks had supplied
UPS back up, which had proved ineffective and blew up.
It was only for level 2 load-shedding. The mall does not
supply generators. I wrote a strong letter to their head
office to the CEO, Bertina Engelbrecht, to say I would
give them a week to rectify the situation with a generator
or else I was going to the media.
I got a call from the practice manager, and all she said
was that they could not do anything until the end of July.
We were in Stage 6 by then. I told her I was unhappy and
I gave them their week. Nothing transpired. I then wrote
to the Pharmacy Control Council, called the SAPC and
reported the problem. My main concern was the
following:

As of today, 25.7.2022, I have not heard from Clicks. The
Swelledam Clicks still does NOT have a back up
generator. Load-shedding will continue, and an urgent
plan needs to be made. Apart from an automated
complaints number, I have not had a response either
from the SAPC inspectorate or the complaint department.

by Sr ND Soller
The King and the donkey
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